CARE 4 CATS IBIZA
SPRING 2014 REPORT

This February 6 volunteer trappers went out from the UK. They were Emma Wolstencroft,
Helen Porter, Erin Searle, Claire Taylor MRCVS, Trevor Bradford, Angela Collins.
Being February the air fares were ‘sky high’ so we are very grateful to them for buying their
own tickets .We also had the help of local trappers, Kerry, Anke ,Karin,Stephanie.

Unfortunately, Helen, Claire and Erin arrived at their London airport to be told their flight was
cancelled and they had to go home again and come back the next day which was Sunday, so
their trapping was delayed by a day.
The local organiser of the teams was Kerry from Es Cana and Linda from Siesta. They were
busy phoning people before we arrived, to make appointments for the teams. As the trappers
didn’t arrive until Sunday early evening, we had to hold our meeting on the Monday morning
to go through the procedures and all the horrible paperwork. Then they all started trapping in
the afternoon.
Angela and Kerry had to first of all collect all the cat carriers and traps from Yasha and
Peter’s, and this took more than one journey as the vans are not that big. We discovered
some of the traps were not working properly as they have such rough treatment from the cats
when caught, that they are always breaking down.
Luckily we had bought 4 more traps from the UK and many new cat carriers. With so many
trapping volunteers on the island, they all need traps and carriers so that they can go off
trapping at a moment’s notice, so more still have to be bought. We are now having stainless
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steel tags made to put on the carriers so that they are then numbered and we can keep a
track of them. The old labels from sardine tins all rusted!

The list just for the East half of the
island was extremely long and some
people had been waiting many months
for Care 4 Cats to help. There is also a
long list for the West half, but this was
and still is being tackled by volunteers
that live on that side. Also we hope to
have a team from the UK going out to
that side in May.

Helen setting up a trap in Siesta,
The jobs were in many different places; Roca Lisa, Santa Eulalia, Es Cana, San Juan, San
Miguel, San Lorenzo, Cala Llonga, C. Llenya, Portinax, San Vincente, Ibiza town, San
Carlos, Siesta, Playa den Bossa, and many more in between.

San Lorenzo BBQ/picnic park – some of the 15 cats we were trapping.
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Ideally the trappers would go to each job, trap the cats, take them to the vets, and return
them the next day, but it is not very often it runs this smoothly. We had one visit to San
Vincente for several cats, and had to go 3 times before they got most of them, but still one
cat remains to be caught there that has a prolapsed backside. Barbara who lives there is now
trying with a net on a pole as the cat won’t go anywhere near a trap. This is so sad, as he
badly needs an operation, but Barbara is determined. Driving to San Vincente is a long way –
about 1hour each way. So very time consuming.
This is poor Major Tom a beautiful
cat whose leg had to be amputated
after a road accident. He made a
full recovery and we now looking for
a loving home for him.
He has a lovely nature and is being
fostered. And like all 3 legged cats
he has learned to adapt very well.

In Roca Lisa – some cats that were ‘always there at that given time’ were nowhere to be
seen and we wasted over 2 hours waiting for them to appear and they didn’t, so they are still
on the list to be done. Luckily they are males. There were several other cats there that kept
going into the traps but not the ones we wanted! Very frustrating.

This is one of the picnic park
cats, 15 of which are fed by a
restaurateur on very good leftover
food and are all looking very
good.
Over the other side of the part are
another 10 cats looking also very
good and being fed and cared for
by the caretaker.
Angela and Emma went to a house in Sta Eulalia where a very kind man was feeding 11 cats
around his house. He has woodland at the side and they mostly live there. He said that he
was not working and as the cats were getting more and more, the food was getting too much,
so he was very keen for them all to be neutered. He had two dogs who loved the cats. It
took a couple of attempts to get all the cats but we did except that Antonio caught the last two
when we were not there by real determination. So he was a very happy man after they were
all brought back and he realised he would have no more problems with kittens being born.
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San Juan
Angela went with a friend Sabine who speaks Spanish which is a great help when visiting
Spanish families, to some almost mountain size hills at the back of S Joan. It sounded a very
complicated house to get to, so asked Pepe to come and meet us in S Joan and we followed
him home. It was a quite isolated house, up one side of a mountain and half way down the
other, with a sheer drop at times. Sabine had to close her eyes! The road was also only wide
enough for one car so luckily we didn’t come face to face with any. This area had a major
forest fire a few years ago and it is now very barren and will take many years to recover, but
it was still very beautiful.
We caught the 5 cats in about an hour and the 6th wasn’t there, and as it was dusk, we
decided to leave the trap set there for Pepe to bring to the vet when the cat returned and
hopefully was trapped. Sheer luck, it was and Pepe drove all the way to Ses Paises to the
vet we were using, so they were all operated that evening and we took them all 6 back the
next day. Pepe was really happy and took us also to some stables nearby that had 8 cats.
Apparently the owner had died but luckily they were being fed by the new owner but not
neutered. We met the new owner who has several horses and has started a horse riding
business in what is a national park and wonderful trekking. These cats are being trapped by
one of our Ibiza volunteers this week. Fortunately the new owner loves the cats and they are
well cared for.

Looking for a home
Suffering from mange, after several weeks at the vets, she waits for a new loving owner.
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Abraham
We had a job for 7 cats in the Morna Valley. There is a new dog training school that has just
opened on the main road that runs through the Valley. Apparently Abraham who is the
owner, has offered to foster cats for us, and he has found good homes for the first 3 that he
took and is now ready to take 3 more.

I had no idea what I was going to see and the first thing was 4 beautiful horses in a large field
and Antonio had built them a stable out of pallets and it was good to see they had shelter.
Then there were about 20 dogs of all shapes and sizes, barking at first, but all calm and
lovely when you went into the outside area where they are.
Abraham was expecting us and said he would put all the cats into carriers if I handed them to
him. So as I brought the first carrier, he was standing in the middle of all the dogs holding a
lovely ginger cat who was happily cradled in his arms. Abraham walked towards me and the
cat still did not move, as it was so comfortable. I handed him the carrier over the fence, and
he opened it on the floor, holding the cat with one hand and by this time, all the dogs were
crowded round the carrier and to my amazement Abraham gently lowered the cat into the
carrier and there was no reaction as the cat completely trusted Abraham and the dogs and
knew she was ok.
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I have never seen anything like it – remember the dogs, all with their noses in the carrier! I
realised that this man had a very special way with animals – like a dog and cat whisperer.

I am planning to take him some things he may need for the horses as I have a good contact
in the UK who has yearly tack sales. I would like to help him as he is helping Care 4 Cats. He
has taken a feral cat since to make sure it gets one pill a day for a week as it ate a poisoned
rat, and with blood in its urine the vet made tests and discovered the reason. It will be
released now and ok.
I have since heard that Abraham is a unique dog trainer and all the dogs you see in the
pictures are rescued and socialised by Abraham so that they can be found suitable homes.

San Lorenzo BBQ/Picnic Park
Another interesting job was at the Barbecue and picnic park in San Lorenzo. There are two
lots of cats there. The first lot are cared for at the entrance by Juan the caretaker and he
loves them all and feeds and cares for them. They have all been abandoned there at some
time.
Then he took us further towards the back of the park where he whistled and more cats came
running from everywhere. He is now feeding these 15 while the usual feeder who lives
behind the park is away.
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So we caught most of them but just before we could complete the job, suddenly hundreds of
red Indians came whooping down on us yelling and screaming like school children do who
have been let loose! So the last 3 cats of course disappeared and we hurriedly got the rest
into our van and took them to the vet. So the last 3 still have to be caught by the local
trappers.

Pictures 1 and 2 Trevor and Angela trapping. Picture 3 - A hurried evacuation to get away
from the children who were surrounding us.

It was a long walk back to the car.
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San Juan sick cat
Emma, was about to have an hour or so off for lunch one day, after a busy morning and then
received a phone call about a very sick cat and was asked if she could go and trap it. She
agreed to go straight away ,realised she had no cat carriers left in her car, so drove to Es
Cana from San Carlos, and borrowed one from where the trappers were staying.
Claire who was also trapping for C4C is
actually a very experienced vet from the
UK who agreed to go with Emma to the
sick cat, so the feeder was very
impressed to see Emma and a vet!

With the aid of a tin of sardines, the little cat
was caught and then on her way to Lida in
Ses Paises. After her treatment, and special
food, she is so much better and potters
around the vets and loves cuddles. Problem is
that she is FIV positive, but we are appealing
for a special person to give her a safe and
loving home.

Here she is before treatment and as she is improving at the vets.
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Portinax
On another of Emma’s jobs in Portinax, the feeder who wanted a lot of cats trapped and
neutered made them lunch which was very kind of her; it was very welcome as it was very
intensive with little time to eat or rest. In this lady’s lounge was a cage and inside a guinea
pig. Emma was a bit surprised and thought perhaps it belonged as a pet to her
granddaughter, and asked. She was told that the feeder had been on a picnic when
someone came in a car and threw something out of the door and drove off! On looking to see
what had been dumped; she found the Guinea pig, lost and dazed. So of course it is now in
her lounge! She calls it Punky because it has hair that stands up! A lucky escape for Punky.

Cala Llenya
On another occasion, Emma was trapping with Evelyn in Cala Llenya. Emma then decided
to take the first batch to the vet while Evelyn stayed to trap more. Emma waited for Evelyn for
ages at the vet’s and she didn’t arrive. Eventually she phoned to say that one of the cats had
escaped from the cage inside her car. I went to help her and by the time I got there the cat
had managed to get itself behind the steering wheel, so in the end they had to unscrew the
whole dashboard, and waited for it to come out, when it was caught again! These things
happen!

Broken Jaw
This poor cat was found with a broken jaw, Care4Cats appealed on facebook for donations
towards her major operation over 160Euros was raised this way plus some donation were
given directly to the vet. She is now had a very successful operation and is on her way to a full
recovery. Thanks to all those people who donated.
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Rehoming cats
Below two of our lovely clients.
Because of our facebook we have rehomed many cats
last year and it is continuing this year which is a real
step forward as before it was not easy in Ibiza but now
we put photos and stories of the cats on the facebook
and luckily some people are falling in love with them
and giving them homes.
We ask for €45.00 donation and this includes neutering
and vaccinations. Because we are now so well known
and the phones of which there are three, ring every day
with requests for help for cats they are feeding.
We are now neutering over 1000 cats a year and I
would say there could be another 300 more that just
have to go onto our long lists and wait their turn.
We always ask for donations but a lot of people just do
not have money to donate, so these we do without
charge for them because if we don’t their colonies will
possibly double in another year and we have to think of
the kittens that we don’t want born.

Beautiful and abandoned.

Find the trapper?

If you would like to rehome one of our rescued cats, please look at our facebook page where
you will find their photos and stories. New ones are added almost weekly.
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Future
We are making a huge difference and it can be seen in many areas, but this work has to
carry on forever. We can never stop or it will revert.
However, we are finding it difficult to now pay the vets for the amount of neuterings we are
doing, and the only solution is to as soon as possible, take over our own veterinary clinic.
This will then be profit making and all the profits will be for the feral,abandoned and stray
cats. So the charity work costs will be extremely low once we are up and running.
In May I am going to see exactly what shops are now available, and if there are any
possibilities of shops that we can afford in view of the recession in Ibiza. I hope so. I will also
start fund raising for the clinic by visiting people and companies that may be interested in
donating.

Thanks
We are so grateful as always to all those on the island that raise money for us and host our
collection boxes.








Thank you also to Bonnie who once again provided an apartment for the East teams
visit in February.
Thank you to all our trappers who came out from England and to those who live in
Ibiza and are continually rescuing, trapping, rehoming and caring for all the Ibiza cats.
Thanks also to Gina for looking after our Ibiza finances and the collecting tins of which
more and more are being put out.
Thanks as always to WVS who generously send medicines when available.
Thank you to Angela Foskett who runs our charity shop in Southsea for working so
hard for our work in Ibiza
Thank you Jon Izeta of www.kettleibiza.com – a brilliant photographer for taking
pictures one dull morning in the BBQ/Picnic Park
Thanks Yasha and Peter for your dedicated caretaking of all our traps and cages.

We would like to thank the following trusts for their continuing support, without which we
could not carry out all the work that is being done in Ibiza. We are extremely grateful to
them. Their grants enable over 1000 cats a year to be neutered and endless operations
necessary due to emergencies and accidents which are occurring all the time.









Jean Sainsbury Animal Welfare Trust
The Sheep Drove Trust
The Stuart Halbert Foundation
Alice Noakes Trust
Pet Plan Charitable Trust
Animals World Wide
Animal Defence Trust
Lush Honey Pot Trust
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Below is our appeal for funds to buy the clinic – named Eivissa Animal Centre – If anyone
would be interested in becoming involved and donating to this clinic, please email
care4cats1@aol.com

Business Plan
Eivissa Animal Centre
Eivissa Animal Centre
Care 4 Cats are now pleased to announce our plan for the proposed Eivissa Animal
Centre. This has become necessary because our present running costs are too high and unsustainable. With the
purchase of the Centre there will always be a veterinary clinic/ shelter for animals that need our help.
Eivissa Animal Centre will be much more than a veterinary clinic. This Centre will serve three purposes.
Firstly, a fully equipped international veterinary clinic striving for excellent personalised service.
Secondly, The Centre is to house the charity, Care 4 Cats.
Thirdly, The Centre will also contain a small shelter for extreme cases of abandoned, abused or sick animals,
with the aim of rehoming them into caring families.

Design and Function of Eivissa Animal Centre
The clinic will be divided into nine areas as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reception to include the Shop for animal related goods
Veterinary Operating Room for resident EAC vet
Recovery room for resident vet
Second Veterinary Operating Room for volunteer C4C vets
Recovery room for C4C vets
Meeting Room for C4C – AGA – EAC members
Store Room for C4C trapping equipment, cat food for trappers, to include kitchenette
X-Ray machine room, to include medicinal supplies, drugs, etc.
Animal Shelter for animals waiting to be re-homed

Self Supporting Centre
We will be employing an experienced vet to take over the running of the EAC veterinary clinic. This will be a profit
making clinic which will subsidise the work of Care 4 Cats, for the neutering and treatments of over 800 cats each
year.
This charitable work will be done in part by the resident vet but we intend to invite volunteer vets to increase our
cat neutering capacity. This way we will be able to increase the number of cats neutered or treated to 1000 each
year. The Centre will be equipped to a high standard in common with other veterinary practices on Ibiza.
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Initiatives
As the Centre wishes to take on an educational role, gradually we plan to implant projects such as:
Working with local schools and city councils to encourage school visits to show children:

•
•
•
•
•
•

How a veterinary clinic works
How an animal shelter works
Understand the importance of animal welfare charities such as Care 4 Cats
Trap/Neuter/Return programmes and the benefits.
An appreciation of animals from a young age.
Foreign Veterinary visits

We will be inviting vets and nurses from other countries to come over and work in the
Centre on a volunteer basis.

Eivissa Animal Centre Members
We will be encouraging membership of the Centre and those who wish to become regular donators will be entitled
to benefits such as discounts on treatment for their animals.
In the Centre meeting room members will be welcome to meet other members and feel that they are part of the
Centre and can if they wish, become involved with the Centre; be it volunteering time, attending or helping with
fund raising events, or just to have a coffee and chat with others who care about animals.

Centre for Abandoned, sick or abused animals
As the Centre develops, the final stage will be to create a small shelter to take on animals in extreme
circumstances, in an aim to cure, rehabilitate and rehome. This part of the Centre will be run by donations
generated by the EAC fundraising, and the Centre’s donators.

Finances
Centre purchase – a shop in a popular town in Ibiza with parking.
Research has shown that we need to raise the amount of €200,000 for this by:

•
•
•
•

Applications to UK charitable trusts
Applying personally to Ibiza businesses and individuals
Fund Raising events
Equipment Purchase

Similar research estimates a minimum cost of €60,000 for:

•
•
•
•

Veterinary equipment
Shop Fitting – materials and labour
Committee Room furniture
Medicines/Drugs, Medical supplies (start up) costs will be an extra €4000.
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The Charities involved in this new Eivissa Animal Centre
Care 4 Cats (C4C) Registered in the UK No. 1106345
Since 2000 C4C have run their Trap/Neuter/Return (TNR) programme, neutering over
13,000 feral, abandoned and stray cats.
Care 4 Cats UK
Brimar House
East Street
West Chiltington
West Sussex
RH20 2JY
Telephone: Chairman Mrs Angela Collins +44 1798 812300

Asociacion Gatos Atendidos (AGA)
AGA since 2009 is Care 4 Cats sister charity registered and based in Ibiza and now focuses
on fund raising for the new Eivissa Animal Centre.
Asociacion Gatos Atendidos (AGA) Registered in Ibiza 3110000006302
c/Poniente 12
Puig den Valls
Santa Eulalia 07840
Ibiza
Telephone: Chairman – S. Angeles Guijarro Bonet +34 971 313193

Eivissa Animal Centre thanks you
Thank you for taking the time to read this and we hope you will join us in building this
Centre and by doing so, help us to help the animals on Ibiza who need us.

How to Donate
A separate leaflet sets out how to Donate.
We have suggested ways to donate and the advantages of a Standing Order.

Become a member of the Centre.
If you would like to become a member, then we offer discounts as follows:
 Bronze Donation – 12 payments of 30 Euros. 5% discount on clinic fees for your pets.
 Silver Donation - 12 payments of 50 Euros. 7.5% discount on clinic fees for your pets.
 Gold Donation - 12 payments of 100 Euros. 10% discount on clinic fees for your pets.
 Other standing orders for lesser amounts will give you membership and newsletter mailings but we will
be unable to offer any discounts
We would of course appreciate any standing orders for any value, greater or lesser.

Web Site
Eivissa Animal Centre has a website with regular updates. Please check it often to see progress and news.
www.eivissaanimalcentre.com

For general donations – UK Account name: Care 4 Cats, Sort Code 40-43-51, Account
number: 91102508. Cheques to be made out to Care 4 Cats
Donate on line: WWW.care4cats.eu
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